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Please do not offer the downloaded file for sell only use it for personal usage. Looking for other
manual For this no need registration. May be help you to repair. You could suffer a fatal electrical
shock. Instead, contact your nearest service center. Note! To open downloaded files you need
acrobat reader or similar pdf reader program. In addition, Also some files are djvu so you need djvu
viewer to open them. These free programs can be found on this page needed progs If you use opera
you have to disable opera turbo function to download file. If you cannot download this file, try it with
CHROME or FIREFOX browser. Translate this page Relevant AUDIO forum topics Denon
taviranyitot keresek Sziasztok! Koszonom Need schematicfor Soundcraft Spirit powerstation1200 Hi,
anybody having schematic for Soundcraft spirit powerstation 1200.I tried the sites but the schematic
is for spirit powerstation600. Kindly help me find schematic thanks Rajan Paliwale. Blaupunkt CD33
ZB 96454095 Radio ASM3 BAND CD Player alkatresz azonositasa. Sziasztok! Tegnap hoztak hozzam
ezt a autos CD lejatszot. Automosoban volt az auto es allitolag beparasodott es azota nem mukodik.
Rajzot nem sikerult lelnem hozza. Meregetesek kozben egy smd tranzisztora emlekezteto alkatresz
van ami nagyon valoszinu hogy szakadt. Semmilyen iranyba nincs vezeto kepessege, nem talaltam
kod alapjan semmit rola. De magan a panelon pozicio szam sem talalhato mellette. Ha valaki
talalkozott ezzel a lejatszoval az kerem segitsen ki. Az alkatreszre 26 van vizszintesen es 40 felirat
olvashato fuggoleges iranyba. Ha netan valaki tudja konkretan mi a pontos tipusa ennek a
lejatszonak arulja el nekem.Balint Similar manuals You can write in English language into the forum
not only in Hungarian. Please use the form below to log in, or click the signup tab to create a new
account. Please let us know if you have any questions or comment on how we run HifiManuals. The
7140 was first manufactured in 1973.http://alaverdova.com/fck_editor_files/04-zx636-manual.xml

dokorder 7140 service manual, dokorder 7140 service manual download, dokorder
7140 service manual free, dokorder 7140 service manual online, dokorder 7140
service manual instructions, dokorder 7140 service manual downloads, dokorder
7140 service manual software, dokorder 7140 service manual 2017, dokorder 7140
service manual 2016.

The service manual functions as a repair guide for troubleshooting and sometimes contains tips for
refurbishing and modifications. This data is collected and thus shared with Google. Got it. Payment
must be received within 7 days or the item will be relisted and an unpaid item dispute will be raised
with eBay. Please note that overseas customers must pay via Paypal. I do not accept personal
cheques or postal orders in Euros, US Dollars or any currency other than UK Pounds. Consumer
Electronics, If you follow any of those links and end up acquiring a manual, it will not be from us.
Here is why we may deserve your business. We love our Vintage Audio and other builttolast
electronics equipment in an age of disposable products for a throwaway society. We might sell the
kids before our classic silver Pioneer or Vintage Marantz, Kenwood and Sansui gear. If you also
value High Quality Manuals that enhance the ownership satisfaction of your vintage audio treasures,
you found the right place. continued below. It IS Our Guiding Principle Add Site to your Favorites
Other sites we host Phase Linear History Vintage Technics Database We sponsor two free Yahoo
Audio Groups We are meticulous and give genuine best efforts to produce clean, wellconstructed
manuals for you. A sidebyside comparison of our reproduction manuals with those from many other
vendors will usually reveal an overall better appearance, construction, and print quality. Sometimes
strikingly so. Our Customer Comments page is a fraction of what we receive from real customers
and electronics technicians. The vast majority of our printed reproduction manuals are Very Good to

http://alaverdova.com/fck_editor_files/04-zx636-manual.xml


Excellent on our Guaranteed Quality Ratings scale. But every single item is not and we refuse to give
a false impression that they are. We want you to see a detailed description and individuallyassigned
quality rating before you purchase. This timeconsuming extra service is almost never provided by
our competitors.http://cobansut.com/userfiles/044-stihl-chainsaw-manual.xml

Customer complaints are nearly zero, perhaps one per 5001000 sales. We believe that virtually none
of our competitors could truthfully make a similar claim. We are a USA based family business
operating oldschool style. That means real people trying to serve you as if we were a walkin store in
your local neighborhood. We always combine shipping on multipleitem orders and do not rip you off
on shipping charges. If interested, check out About Our Manuals and other site sections with the
menu links at the top of all pages. If you would like for us to be here in the future, you can help by
telling your friends and by sharing links to our site in your discussion groups, forums, blogs and web
sites.We have been slowly updating these manuals lists over the years. As time allows we will
replace the spare Factory ORIGINAL Manuals Catalog section with the same page format as these
here in the reproduction manuals section. We also have more than 400 Gigabytes of various
manuals, schematics, brochures, etc in mostly PDF format. They number perhaps 400,000 files.
Truth is that we may never get them listed on our site. But they are available. Click here for further
PDF manuals informatiion. If an item has a description and Price Code, then CLICK THAT PRICE
PRECISELY identify the item you want with company brand. If you want multiple Whether your
email is to order Tell us EXACTLY You may findIndividuallyassigned Overall quality is Very Good
Models mentioned Models mentioned 7000 Series, 7100, Models covered 1120, 1122. Overall quality
is Very This is Section 2 only Exploded Views and Parts Overall quality is Very Good Models covered
6010, 6020. Although labeled as Maintenance Manual, this contains Priced as if 20 pages. Overall
quality is Very Good to Excellent. Overall quality is Very Overall quality is Very Good. Overall quality
is Very Overall quality is Very Good Overall quality is Very Good Overall quality is Very Good Overall
quality is Very Good to Excellent.

If an item has a description and Price Code, then CLICK THAT PRICE PRECISELY identify the item
you want with company brand. If you want multiple Whether your email is to order Tell us EXACTLY
You may findIndividuallyassigned Overall quality is Very Good. Models covered 8010, 8020. Overall
quality Good color, crisp clear text. Overall quality The schematic in the original has small So, in
addition to printing normally, That said, overall quality Overall quality is Good to Very Good. Overall
quality is Very Overall quality is Very Good to Excellent. Good color, crisp clear text. Models covered
Good color, crisp clear text. Overall quality The original brochure is 3hole Overall quality is Very The
original brochure is 3hole Overall quality is Good to Very Good. Models covered MK50, Overall
quality is Very Good to Excellent. If an item has a description and Price Code, then CLICK THAT
PRICE PRECISELY identify the item you want with company brand. If you want multiple Whether
your email is to order Tell us EXACTLY You may findIndividuallyassigned It makes a difference.
Seekers of truth mayImages may be used with. Factory paper or reprint manuals may be available; if
required, please send inquiry with your location for a quote which includes shipping and handling
charges.If you require a copy custom scanned for you without use restrictions, for sharing or for
posting online, contact us for a quote. After payment completion, you will be returned to our website
and presented with the download links. We highly recommend logging into, or registering an
account PRIOR to adding items to cart. The reason is if you wish to download later up to 60 days,
you will need the password to log into your account to access purchase history. If you have trouble
figuring out how to download a product after purchase, please visit our how to download tutorial
page HERE. Or Email us so we may help you with this.By placing an order, you agree to these
terms.Advanced Search.
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For additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions opens in a new
window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make payment. If you reside in an EU
member state besides UK, import VAT on this purchase is not recoverable. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab
Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More
opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new
window or tab Learn more See the sellers listing for full details. Find out more about your rights as a
buyer opens in a new window or tab and exceptions opens in a new window or tab. Contact the
seller opens in a new window or tab and request post to your location. Please enter a valid postcode.
Please enter a number less than or equal to 23. Payment must be received within 7 days or the item
will be relisted and an unpaid item dispute will be raised with eBay. Please note that overseas
customers must pay via Paypal. I do not accept personal cheques or postal orders in Euros, US
Dollars or any currency other than UK Pounds. All Rights Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy,
Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign. To start viewing messages,I like its
sound. Its clean and bright but full of yummy analog warmth. This piece of gear would have been the
ultimate to own when I was recording in high school in the mid 70s.wink Any info in this unit from
an experienced tape op would be much apprectited. I also have the opportunity to buy a pair of
White 4320 passive EQs from this guy. I think Ill get them next week. Hes in no hurry to sell. Analog
equipment makes me drooll like a geek on glue.I played my guitar on each track and it sounded like
4 people were with me, sound on sound and the echoplex.

If you know of someone wants to sell one,,,please email me. Lakid48Almost bought one but decided
to go to college instead. Since then Ive had to have it serviced just once. Im not aware of any other
consumerpriced reeltoreel 4Track Quadraphonic recorder. Thought far superior to 2Channel Stereo,
the 4channel discrete Quadraphonic Stereo format failed to catch on with the public. It died fairly
quickly and there isnt much left in the way of Quadraphonic recordings or the hardware needed to
play them. I still have a Lafayette LR220 Quadraphonic Stereo receiver, but Ive had it in storage for
more than 20 years now. I just no longer have room to set it up. That receiver produced fantastic
Quadraphonic stereo and also has the capability to synthicize 4Channel Quadraphonic from
2Channel stereo. And I used to have and maybe still do. 4Channle Quadraphonic headphones. I feel
its the best consumer format ever. At the moment, Im using the Dokorder 7140 to copy some of the
many medleys Ive made over the years. After all these years, its still a great machine.
Medleyman.Will it workI was wondering if these tapes could be played back on a standard 4 track
deck, like a Teac. The goal is to get these Quad tapes digitized before its too late. Any suggestions
appreciated. Thnx.User Alert System provided by Super PM System provided by. All Rights
Reserved. Angebote Hilfe Verkaufen Beobachtungsliste Beobachtungsliste einblenden Laden. Es ist
ein Problem aufgetreten.Mehr zum Thema Wird in einem neuen Fenster oder Reiter geoffnet
Angaben ohne Gewahr. Der Betrag kann sich bis zum Zahlungstermin andern. Weitere
Informationen finden Sie in den Nutzungsbedingungen fur das Programm zum weltweiten Versand
wird in neuem Fenster oder Tab geoffnet Angaben ohne Gewahr. Der Betrag kann sich bis zum
Zahlungstermin andern. Fur Kaufer mit Wohnsitz in einem EUMitgliedsstaat auer Grobritannien ist
die Importsteuer nicht erstattungsfahig.

Weitere Informationen finden Sie in den Nutzungsbedingungen fur das Programm zum weltweiten
Versand wird in neuem Fenster oder Tab geoffnet Mehr zum Thema wird in neuem Fenster oder Tab
geoffnet Mehr zum Thema wird in neuem Fenster oder Tab geoffnet Mehr zum Thema wird in
neuem Fenster oder Tab geoffnet Mehr zum Thema wird in neuem Fenster oder Tab geoffnet Mehr
zum Thema wird in neuem Fenster oder Tab geoffnet Die Verpackung sollte der im Einzelhandel
entsprechen. Ausnahme Der Artikel war ursprunglich in einer Nichteinzelhandelsverpackung
verpackt, z. B. unbedruckter Karton oder Plastikhulle. Weitere Einzelheiten im Angebot des



Verkaufers. Kontaktieren Sie den Verkaufer wird in neuem Fenster oder Tab geoffnet und fragen Sie
den Versand an Ihren Standort an. Bitte geben Sie eine gultige Postleitzahl ein. Bitte geben Sie eine
Nummer ein, die kleiner oder gleich 23 ist. Payment must be received within 7 days or the item will
be relisted and an unpaid item dispute will be raised with eBay. Please note that overseas customers
must pay via Paypal. I do not accept personal cheques or postal orders in Euros, US Dollars or any
currency other than UK Pounds. Alle Rechte vorbehalten. Supplied on CDR in PDF format. The disc
also includes Adobe Acrobat PDF reader in case you dont have it. Can be viewed on the PC or
printed out to use in the workshop. Payment Fast payment leads to a smooth transaction. Payment
must be received within 7 days or the item will be relisted and an unpaid item dispute will be raised
with eBay. Please note that we can only accept payment by Paypal. Please also note that we have no
trade counter and collection of items is not possible. You are the light of the world. Click on the
picture to see full size Back in the day this is what I used for arrangement sketches before my first It
works poorly. Im still redoing. Sign in for your status Ships From 29910, South Carolina, United
States Postage via Delivered Digitally email, download, etc.

Item Images Ships From 29910, South Carolina, United States Postage via Delivered Digitally email,
download, etc. You never know what youll find at Webstore Free Online Auctions! Designated
trademarks and brands are the property of their respective owners. You never know what youll find
at Webstore Free Online Auctions! Designated trademarks and brands are the property of their
respective owners. By continuing to use the forum you conform your acceptance of these. If you are
not happy to accept these you must stop using the forum and delete our cookies from your browser.
You might also notice the speed switch is pushed down to the 7.5 ips mode Any ideasMaybe the belt
is not sitting correctly and I should have another look at it. Maybe it needs a bigger thing for the belt
to spin around. Its basically driven by the one belt. The motor might lack a bit of torque, but it
forwards and reverses quite adquately. It could be something electronic that needs to be adjusted or
replaced. The manual seems only to be concerned whith speed variation and to check that a
calibration tape is needed. Its something to think about, I must say its not really a straightforward
type machine, but it does do tape echo effects insterestingly enough.Dokorder machines were well
engneered and if yours is running slow, there must be a fault. PaulIn particular if the machine is ex
US forces Post Exchange, better known as PX, supplied in Europe including Gt. Britain, then it may
have been intended for 110117127 volts AC mains, but at 60Hz. If the pulley system has two parallel
belt positions, the frequency can be changed manually by hand. Similar machines designed by
Nakamichi for Sansui incorporated this same principle. Worth taking a look inside. Best of luck.
DAVIDI did ponder a little bit on that one. The belt could possible be moved to a higher position on
the spindle, but I dont think it would pass straight to the bottom large flywheel as intended.

I dont remember any switch inside, but I guess Il give it another inspection when Im up to it. I was
thinking it probably could be modified electronically to run at a faster speed, since it has the 2 speed
circuits. Then again maybe it could be modified for fastforward speed too. I suppose the bias would
have to be considered for any change in speed that was not originaly intended for. It has this special
formulation.If the machine was designed for 110V and you connected it to 240V, then it would have
either blown the mains fuse or burnt out the power supply, the former would have caused the
machine to go dead, the latter would have alerted you to the problem by means of the smoke that
would emanate from it. As neither of these have happened we can assume the machine is set for
correct power supply.In searching through a mountain, it was a high shelf and only one avalanche,
the Denki Onkyo Co. As this was a Quadraphonic 4 channel recording deck, this would have been in
the mid 1970s in the United Kingdom. Although there must have been a universal 7140, the original
brochure only mentions the US voltage at 117v 60Hz. Assuming your machine is universal and you
have the original instructions which may be on the net somewhere to this day, my hope for you is
that the requisite adjustment lives under the cover of the machine. Voltage at the back, usually and
frequency inside back or front cover. I hope that this helps you. Best wishes.Its not a straight



forward machine. I have the service manual but not the operations manual. There is not much info
on the net about on this deck. If you watch that short youtube video and its others you will see it in
action. As I mentioned the one on Youtube goes slow too. Does the player run even slower.Does the
player run even slower.Im suggesting you try it in the 60 Hz position. If the electronics associated
with the switch are working correctly the recorder should slow down even more.

This would confirm correct operation of the electronics and indicate a mechanical fault. Working the
switch back and forth several times may remove any dirt from the contacts.Referring back to the
Akai, you also need to make sure a capstan sleeve is fitted to the shaft for 50Hz use, though I doubt
your machine has something so crude! GlynHowever given the age of the machine, the motor run
capacitors should be checked preferably by substitution.Is is a matter of changing the capstan for
one of a different diameter or sleeving itElectrically by changing the number of poles in the motor ie
6 poles or 12 poles.Akai used this method on machines like 1720 1721 Korting used it, I believe
Grundig and Telefunken used this method and Revox did in their 36 series. Studer alsao used it in
their early machines.In the Korting the motor run capacitor is the 3.5uF there is also a 1uF which is
not present on my European version.This is the case with the Sansui machines if the belt is in any
way slack. In my 37 years of using one from new, tanks are built to a similar standard, I have had
this happen a couple of times. The only way to find out is to check the position of the belt, relative to
the instructions that came with the machine, if you have them. Best wishes.Iv noticed you can get
step down and step up transformers so one can run various overseas appliances. I think the belt is
fine. The motor run capacitor might be worth replacing if I can get at it and find it easily. I will have
to organize some bench space for it. Iv got the service manual and might be able to discover the
speed circuit. Its only concerned whith speed variation. Thanks guys. Something went wrong. View
cart for details. All Rights Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton
Secured powered by Verisign. Once we email you the link there are NO REFUNDS. NO paper
manual will be mailed to you. NO EXCEPTIONS! Mail orders of this service info will require a
telephone and email address.

TurntableNeedles rescaned those pages for me and I appreciate that. After receiving those pages
was some help in rectifing my problem. Nevertheless, I was expecting something like a Sams
document that gave you troubleshooting and repair. But at least this helped me so I give it a 4 Stars
but because of the effort of rescanning the documents I have to up that to 5 Stars. Thanks. Earl
McInnis All Rights Reserved. All trademarked names, logos, and brands are property of their
respective owners. All company, product and service names used in this website are for
identification purposes only. Their use does not imply endorsement by any brand unless expressly
stated.
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